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Plate X V II
ABSTRACT. Pulse slope modulation, a new method of modulating video pulses has 
been realised by using a rectangular gating pulse feeding an integrating circuit The 
charging current to the integrating capacity has been made to vary according as the signal 
yoltage. Demodulation is performed by differentiating the slope-modulated pulses and by 
passing the resultant modulated pulses through memory circuit and low-pass filter.
Possible applications of these pulses on line circuits have been studied, and successful 
transmission of these through a 100 mile long open wire circuit has been shown.
Signal/noise ratio and linearity of modulation have been found to be very satisfactory 
and possibility of a more advantageous time-division multiplex system is indicated.
I. I N T R O D U C T I O N
The development of the different types of pulse modulation (Flood, 1953) 
like P .A .M ., P .D .M ., P .P .M ., and P. F , M, has been based on the variation 
of particular characteristics of the generated pulses. The rise-time of the 
pulses is one of the important characteristics and an attempt has been made 
to utilise this rise-lime characteristic in developing a new method of pulse 
modulation.
It is known that on integration of a step function, the slope of the ideally 
integrated function is dependent on the amplitude of the step function and the 
constants of the integrating circuit. Further, 011 differentiation of a linear 
ramp function, the magnitude of the step function, thus generated, is depend­
ent on the slops of the original function. The above facts have been utilised 
in modulating and demodulating the sampling pulses. A  rectangular pulse is 
used as a gating' pulse to a constant current charging circuit. Ideally the 
output pulse will have its front edge inclined— the slope depending on the 
value of R  and C  of the charging circuit. The modulating signal is made to 
vary the value of R  and hence the slope of the output pulse.
Demodulation is carried out by differentiating the variable-sloped pulses 
and the resulting variable amplitude pulses are passed through a memory 
circuit and a lovv-pass filter to give the original signal voltage.
Possible application of the slope-modulated video pulses to the line circuit
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has been studied and it is found that with simple R -C  semi-differentiating 
network, good equalisation of loss-frequency distortion, produced in the line, 
is possible. Due to the restricted frequency band-width in lines, trapezoidal 
pulses are used instead of rectangular pulses.
By using slicing process and narrov/ gate pulses for the differentiated 
amplitude modulated pulses, very high degree of 'noise and interference' 
reduction is attainable by the method.
2. T H E O R Y  O M O D U b A T I O N A N 1) I) E M O I) U b A X I N
A . M odulation: It has been shown that ^figure i) when switch opens 
at time / =  o, the current i is given by ^Chance ct al, 1949)
i =  i t ^ o )
S W IT C H  i
0/
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and the voltage across the condenser is given by,
e ^ - E
and the slope ~  =  I ®  « -  ‘
at c
and expressed in power series form
(1)
Ce =  E  —
it lR C )  
2 !
I f  the time lor which the switch remains oi>en is small compared to R C ,  
then the charging current will be nearly constant during the charging period, 
and the voltage
Ct ^ { E l R C ) t
B y using a constant current pentode in place of R ,  the condenser is charged at 
constant current and hence the equation
— c / idt
is modified in the form e » = I u liC  when J .* *  constant current through pentode. 
This is the equation applicable to the modulating circuit used in this system.
I f  the modulating voltage A  sin 9 is made to vary the pentode current I .  
in such a way that
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lo —Jm i i  +  K A  sin <p) when / ^ “ pentode current with no modulation,
then, e t =  (i +  K A  sin <p) t ■ ■ ■  W
and the slope { i + K A  sin 9)
dt C
... (3)
=  tan [figure';2.]
In equations (2) and (3), although the iilipdulating voltage A sin 9 is a time- 
function of the nature of the time / ffer which the switch remains open 
(i.e., the duration of the sampling pulse| is very small compared to the time 
period of the modulating signal. Hence A  sin 9 is taken as constant during
t
time t for the definite integral ^  idt and the differentiation of the resulting
6
sloped edge of the pulse given by equation (3).
B . Dem odulation,
On differentiation of the voltage Cc, we have the amplitude of the output 
pulse,
=  tan 6 
dt
(i +  K A  sin <p) 
c
=  B +  K ' sin 0, when B and K ' are constants. 
Therefore, the output pulse has an amplitude variation proportional to
the modulating signal voltage.
In the case of R -C  differentiation (figure 3)
eolce =  jo iR C l{l+ jio R C )
whereas, the ideal differentiator should have
A
dt
(4)
Ce mjta (5)
A e.
F / B .3 -  f f <  D IF F C F E N T IA T IN C  
CIKCUIT- F I G .4  C A T H O D E  F O L L O * / £ R  T Y P E  
OlfFEHENTIATOR
when ^  represents the complex input waveform. Hence it is necessary 
to jise small values of toRC («^t) to make
Co/Co
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In the case of cathode follower type of differentiator, (figure 4) when the 
grid voltage rises, the cathode also follows the grid voltage in the same phase 
and hence
i
€c— ^  J  idt, where M is a constant.
d ed  dt =  M ilC  ... (6)
This charging current produces a voltage drop at the anode given by,
—• pv— ddo
M d i
Hence, the output is proportional to the slope of the input pulses.
3. C I R C U I T  T B C H N I a  U E
A . M odulation : A s the sampling frequency has to be at least twice the 
highest modulating frequency, the pulse repetition frequency is chosen to be 
10 kc/s. By the use of square wave generator, differentiating amplifier and 
limiting wave-shaper, a variable width pulse train is generated. The width of 
the pulses is variable from 2 microseconds to 20 microseconds. In the 
particular experiment with the artificial line, 10 microseconds wide pulses are 
used. Figure 5 shows the block schematic of the pulse generator and modu* 
lator. The conventional circuits have not been described (Chance et al, 1949).
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f/6,6> BLOCK SCHEMATIC OF PULSE GENERATOR ♦  MODULATOR,
The slope modulator (figure 6) consists of a gating valve and a charging 
circuit with a constant current pentode. A  negative gating pulse is applied 
to the switching valve, which, on being cut off, allows the condenser to be
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charged through the constant current pentode. A cathode degenerative 
resistance is used to make the charging more linear and to control the 
value of the effective R  of the charging circuit.
The modulating signal is fed through an audio transformer in the cathode 
circuit and the effective variation of the cathode potential ^with respect to the 
grounded grid) changes the value of the charging current and hence the slope 
of the leading edge of the output pulse varfes accordingly. The production of 
slope modulation is also possible with the variation of screen potential or grid 
potential. But the variation of screen potential requires much higher modiila- 
ting voltage and the variation of grid potential produces slight curvature of 
the slope of the leading edge of the pulse. ^
The slope modulated pulse is further amplified and passed through a 
cathode follower to produce a low impedance output of the order of 1 - 5 0  volts
F f 6 ,7 f a )  U N M O D U L A T E D  P U L S E S
-1 0  /JL S E C
F I G . '7 ( h )  M O D U L A T E D  P U L S E S
peak. Figure y{a) shows the nature of the unmodulated pulses with the leading 
edges inclined approximately half-way between extreme possible positions. 
Figure jib )  shows the nature of the modulated pulses and the doited sloping 
edges show the different positions of the leading edge with different modulat­
ing voltages.
J U l
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FIG .e BLOCK SCHEMATIC OF RECEIVER FOR SLOPE 
modulation.
B. Demodulation : Figure 8 shows the block schematic of tlie receiver 
used iu the system. Amplified slope modulated pulses are passed through the 
sliter circuit for noise reduction and then differentiated to produce amplitude 
modulated pulses. A  very narrow gate is used after the A.M . pulse amplifier
4 s4
to effect further noise reduction. Finally A.M. pulses are detected in tlie 
memory circuit and then passed th ro u g h > e  necessary low-pass audio filters
and audio amplifiers.
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p u T iN  em eun.
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M any slicer circuits are iu vogue. A  simple circuit is shown in figure 9. 
Negative and positive bias on the clipper diodes are adjusted depending upon 
the noise level in the circuit. The simple differentiator may be either a 
R -C  differentiating amplifier or a cathode fbllower type differentiator as shown 
in figure 10. In both the cases the product R  C  is very small, as explained in 
the theory (Section 2).
The gate-pulse can be applied to the f e x l  amplifier to select only the 
A .M . pulses and stop the spurious noisi in between the pulses. Nature of 
the differentiated pulses and the audio outpht from the memory circuit are 
shown in figure 1 1 . The process of the complete detection of the information 
signal is evident and the reproduction is se|n to be fairly faithful.
4. A  I> P L I C A T I O N  O N  L I N E  C I R C U I T S
A . Fourier analysis and frequency bandwidth: The generated pulses 
with considerable rise-time may be considered as trapezoidal pulses and their 
amplitude spectrum can be calculated by Fourier analysis. Figure 12  shows a
FIG. 12 riiAPEZOJDAL PULSES.
symmetrical trapezoidid pulse with repetition frequency — i/ T o ,  pulse duration 
=  r „  rise-lime «  r , / 4 ,  and peak voltage =  E .
The amplitude of the nth harmonic is given by Cherry (1949)
« -  I c o s ^ ” ’ ' * -  c o s ^ ' i ^s os
^ 4 o£
;r=n*7\  \  T ,
COS) Tin 110 '-  cos nnl20
w h e re r« /T j“ lo , repetition frequency == lo  kc/s, pulse duration = i o  /* sec. 
Th e energy of the nth harmonic is given by
Ta
(cos nn/io -  cos n n i2o)
It n
Table I  gives the values of [(cos >rn/io)-(cos nn/2oy]/n* proportional to 
An and the values of [{(coSffn/io) — (cos nnf 20)] In  ]* proportional to the 
energy of the nth harmonic.
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No. of the 
harmonics
Amplitude of the nth harmonic 
^/cos TTll/1 cos Trn/20 \
^ \  ~ /
1 '
I IJr ergy of the nth harmonic^ 
cos Trn/io-cos irn/20 \
1st
1
j -  0366 .001340
2nd
1
- •0 3 5 5 .00126
3rd -  0337 .001136
4th -03125 .0009765
5th -  0283 .0008009
61 h - .0 2 4 9 .00062
7th -.C21125 .9004515
8th -  0175 .0003065
9th -•0133 .0001769
loth — .01 .0001
nth -  .00657 .00004316
I2th -.00347 .000cI204
13th — .00079 .0000006241
14th — .0014 .00000196
15th + .0034 .oooi>ii56
i6th +  .C044 ,00001936
17th + 0051 .00002601
l8th' + 0054 .00002916
19th +.0054 .C0002916
2< th + .0052 .000006?5
Figure 13  shows the graphical relation between the «th harmonics and their 
energy content.
It is seen that the energy of the 12th harmonic (equal to 120 kc/s) is 
less than 1%  of that of the fundamental and the energy of the iSth and 19th 
harmonics (corresponding to 180 kc/s and igo kc/s) is about 2%  of that of 
the fundamental. It is clear that the band width required for these pulses 
is only 120 kc/s for average transmission and 200 kc/s foe faithful 
transmission.
The characteristics of an open-wire line are such that their loss-frequency 
relation is parabolic in nature between 10 kc/s and 300 kc/s., the loss being 
givOT by, ^
' ■ ■  ■ -
y 276 b log bia.)laj  .
das PLATE XVII
vni
(fl Unmodulated transm itted pulses, (it) M odulated transmitted pulses. The thickness of the 
J=tarting edges is due to  modulation, (tit) Unmodulated received amplified pulses after passage 
through the artificial line. (it>) Received modulated pulses. Thickness of the starting edge 
due to modulation. (t>) DiflPerentiated pulses on a slow time-base showing the amplitude 
tnodulation. (v i)  Differentiated pulses. Thickness of the positive pulses is due to the varia- 
tion of the pulse am plitudes due to modulation, (v ii)  Demodulated audio signal before the 
imal filter circuit, (v iii)  M odulating audio signal (1 kc/s).
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and is pfoportioual to s/ / ,  where fe =  constant, / —frequency, b/a—ntio of, 
diameter and spacing of wires, and /Inconstant.
It is easy to construct a compensating network for losses of this nature 
and the line equipments working at frequencies upto 140 kc/s are in use. 
It is, therefore, reasonable to expect that transmission of 10 microseconds 
video pulses in open-wire line circuit will be possible and the distortion in the 
frequency band 10 kc/s to 120 kc/s , as required by the system, can easily 
be compensated by suitable networks.
B. Tests with Artificial Line
Pulse communication systems are now well established in the U. H. F, 
and microwave bands. But very little work (Moss and Park, 1947) been 
done to find out the possibilities of pulse applications on line circuits. As 
seen from the Fourier analysis, a comparatively wide pulse of trapezoidal 
shape requires much lesser band-width than the rectangular pulses usually 
used in the microw'ave pulse communication system. It is expected that 
even with greater bandwidth requirements than the current^ carrier 
equipments, more efficient system of *line communication equipment can be
devised on the principles stated in this paper.
In order to study experimentally the response of the video pulses in lines, 
a number of constant resistance L-type net-works with inverse arms were 
constructed and connected in lendem to simulate the loss characteristics of a
a— tS sa P — I o
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loo-mile long open-wire line (of 12 in. spacing 300 Ib. copper-wire). The 
actual characteristic as measured, is shown in figure 14. The curve represents
Fifi. 14. Characteristics of the artificial line Zo = 6oo n
the loss characteristic of an actual line very fairly. The impedance of the 
artificial line varied between 500 and 600 ohms within the measured frequency 
band.
The nature of the received pulses are shown in figure 15(a). It is 
apparent that the line has a sort of integrating effect on the shape of the
F/6./5(a) NATUi^e OF rH£ ABCFtVFO 
PULSes (UN€QUAU$£D)
Ff6 t5(b). eouAuseo p b c e n e d  
PULSED.
pulses and they are slightly widened. But the pulses are not beyond 
recognition and the slope characteristic persists without any evident 
distortion.
The problem of equalisation has been successfully dealt with much 
simpler networks than are used in the current line communication equipments. 
It is only necessary to use a simple R*C semi-di&ereutiating network to 
re-shape the partially integrated pulses (figure 15(6).
The circuit arrangement for equalisation is shown in figure i6. The 
value of R C  is dependent on the amount of distortion produced in the line. 
T o  compensate for the seasonal and climatic variation of line characteristics,
A  A  A
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-Ttf- P U L S f
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fKB IS. EQUALISER CfRCUIT
a biaS'Controlled pentode can be used as the resistance component of the 
R -C  equalising network. The grid-bia* of the pentode may be varied 
automatically in synchronism with the variable line loss and hence the 
effective resistance will vary synchronously.
A  time division multiplex system suitable for the line circuits can be 
evolved on the basis of this promising result and our existing knowledge 
of similar systems. The work is in progress to produce a specific equipment 
which can replace some of the present carrier current equipment with better 
advantage. The long distance signalling can be accomplished either by 
suppressing the pulses during ringing or usual tone signalling can be 
utilized.
The loss in average signal level, as measured by a wide-band average 
detector type levelmeter, is 19.5 bd. This is the approximate loss of 100 kc/s 
signals on a similar loo-mile open-wire circuit.
4 . p e r f o r m a n c e
A . hiterferen ce and N o is e '■ Types of interference and noise in a pulse 
communication system may be classified as below:
(a) Amplitude modulation of the base line and the top line of the 
pulse train by the interfering signal (A. M. or F . M. or 
P. M .).
ib) Partial cancellation of the pulses due to overlapping interfering 
pulses received in phase opposition.
(c) Spurious time-shifts of the pulse edges due to the overlapping 
pulse envelope of an interfering station. 
id) Random fluctuation noise, generally in the nature of random 
pulses on the base and top line of the signal pulses.
Analysis of the effects of the above in the slope modulated system is 
similar to the analysis of P. D. M. and P. P. M. as done by Kretzmer, (1950),
except in the case of time-shift effect.
The main key to the noise reducing property of pulse modulation is the 
slicing process. Both theory and experiments show that the optimum value
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of the slicing level is half the peak signal voltage, taking all types of 
interference and noise into consideration. Further, for maximum signal/noise 
ratio in the output, the thickness of the slice of the puls^ should not 
exceed a few per cent of the pulse height and the width of the gating pulse 
should be as small as possible. The resultant ideal signal level is 6 db 
above the noise level for perfect noise-free reception.
In case of slope modulation, this ideal cannot be reached even theoreti­
cally. To obtain the information back, an appreciable percentage of the 
pulse height is to be sliced as the leading edge of the pulse slice has to be 
differentiated. It is found that the thickness of the slice should be about
20 % of the pulse height for efficient differentiation (figure 17). Hence the 
slicing level is at 40 %  of the pulse height and the allowable signal/noise 
ratio—8 db for noise-free reception.
W ith respect to the time-shift effect it is seen that the resultant noise 
should be very small as the output information is dependent not on the
FiGJeCb)
^ 0 A T £
OIFPERENVAJED 
OUTPUT PULSE
FiQ.ie(c)
fiG le .M oucnO N  of  no/s f
' BT 5L/C/Aif0 ^A CAVNG.
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position of the leading edge of the pulses as in P. D. M., but on the slope.
■ A ll the other three types of interference have to be dealt with by cfiBcient 
slicing and faithful differentiation of the slope.
; Production of spurious signal (pulses) at the output of the sheer; when 
.the noise level is above the slicing level, can be nullified by using a narrow 
gating pulse in the amplifier after the differentiator, so that only the 
information carrying differentiated narrow pulses conesponding to the leading 
edge of the transmitted pulses are selected and further amplified and 
demodulated (figure i8,>. This process will effectively bring the performance 
of the system similar to those using nairow pulses, although here considerably 
wider pulses are transmitted.
B . M o d u l a t i o n  C h a r a c t e r i s t i c s .
Linearity of modulation with different input levels has been studied and 
it is found that the input/output characteristic is linear over a range of 
35 db as shown in figure 19. The level of audio input at the modulator and 
the level of audio output at the demodulated audio amplifier have been
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measured. The curve shows satmation after 4*5db input and this is the 
point where further slope variation of the trapezoidal pulse decreases the 
amplitude of the triangular pulse formed on maximum positive modulation. 
However, the linearity seen in the graph is enough to accommodate the level 
variation in average audio channels of a telephone circuit (approximately 
30 db),
5. D I v S C US S I ON
Although the performance of this slope modulation is similar to that of 
P. D. M. and P. P. M. (Kretzmer, 1950 and Earp, 1948J and much better
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than P. A. M., the space occupied by each channel pulses on a time division 
multiplex scheme remains the same with and without modulation. Using 
pulses of equal duration, slope modulated system will provide more channels 
than P. D. M. and P. P. M. Conversely, for the same number of required 
channels wider pulses can be used iii slope modulation and hence lesser 
band-width is required for faithful transmission. It nwy become difiScult iq 
producing slope modulation in extremely narrow pulses, but slope modulation 
of pulses of the order of two microseconds and above, as used in microwave 
pulse communication equipment, is easily done with simple circuit technique.
Considering the overall circuit technique involved in transmission and 
reception of slope modulated signals, it is seen to be simpler than P. P, M. 
and is equally simple as P. D. M. and P. A. M. In its application in line 
circuits, equalisation is very simple and the conversion of four-wire circuit to 
two-wire working may be easily done by adequate gate pulses incorporated in 
the receiver.
The system has further advantage that due to its complexity in 
demodulation, it will maintain more secrecy than P. D. M. and P. A. M. 
and offers a suitable application as mobile sets behind the front line for 
defence purposes.
It is further estimated that a slope modulated time-division multiplex 
system providing two or four channels will compare very favourably with 
the existing carrier equipments in respect of performance, simplicity, 
maintenance and cost.
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